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Kodak’s definition of a good photograph:  A good 
photograph is one that makes the viewer so aware 
of the subject that they are unaware of the 
print.

Roy Pope1994

Photographs are made to delight the senses.



Like film, printing paper is coated with an emulsion containing 
light-sensitive silver compounds.  Light is passed through the negative and 
onto the paper.  After exposure, the paper is placed in a developer where 
chemical action converts into visible metallic silver those compounds in the 
paper’s emulsion that have been exposed to light.

A stop bath halts the action of the developer; a fixer removes 
undeveloped and unexposed crystals; a wash aid, or hypo clear bath 
converts the residual thiosulfate to sodium sulfite which is soluble in water; 
finally the print is washed and dried.

Identifying the emulsion side:
Film and Paper curl toward the emulsion side.
The film’s emulsion is dull.  The base side is shinny.  If the manufacturer’s 
name is right reading (Kodak) then you are looking through the Base side. 



The negative is a reversal of the tones in the original scene.
Where the scene was bright, the negative contains many dense, dark 
grains of silver that hold back light from the paper, prevent the formation of 
silver in the paper’s emulsion, and so create the high values areas in the 
print.  

Where the scene was dark, the negative is thin or even clear, and 
passes much of the light to the paper, creating dense silver in the emulsion 
and a dark area in the print.



Black-and-White Printing Papers

Characteristics
Base:
Print base materials come either as resin coated (RC) or fiber-base.  Both use paper as a base 
for the emulsion, but the RC paper is coated on both sides with a plastic layer.  Because of this, 
RC paper has more rapid processing and drying times.
Weight:
The weight of the paper is an indication of the base thickness. Double weight paper is easier 
to handle, and is less likely to crease.
Surface:
Some papers come with different surface textures-listed in decreasing smoothness.  The Ilford
Paper we will use will be glossy for contact sheets, and pearl for prints.
Variable-contrast papers have 2 emulsion layers magenta and yellow, which enables the use of
variable-contrast filters to vary the contrast of the paper.



Black-and-White Printing Papers
Color Sensitivity:
Black-and-white printing papers are usually blue sensitive, which means limited
exposure to yellow or amber light will not affect the paper.  This allows working with
the papers under lights of special color called safelights.  
Paper Contrast:
Variable-contrast papers have 2 emulsion layers magenta and yellow. By mixing 
amount of yellow and magenta light through filtering on the enlarger, contrast can 
be varied widely using paper from the same box.

Variable-contrast filters are available as sets, and control the contrast in half-
grade steps.  Most variable-contrast papers can produces contrast grades from 
0 to 5 in half steps.  Printing without a filter approximates a grade 2 paper.

Sizes:
Photographic printing paper comes in common sizes 8x10, 11x14, 16x20, etc.
Speed:
Papers for enlargements need to be fast since the enlarging light is dim.  The speed
of variable contrast papers change with filtration used.  Since the grain structure of 
the paper is not enlarged, it is not perceptible to the unaided eye.  Paper speed is 
not as closely calibrated as film, so you may find variations from box to box.



Black-and-White Printing Papers
Image Tone:
Although black-and-white papers are monochrome, the color of black
can vary from warm to cold. The image color is determined by 
the emulsion type used,  and by the tint of the paper’s base.
Silver Chloride and Silver Bromide produce neutral and cold tone
Images.  When combined they can produce warm-toned images, but 
mostly they are mixed together to make the paper faster, and neutral. 

Many modern papers use both Bromide and Chloride silver salts, 
these papers are called Chlorobromide papers.

Paper Base Tint:
The color of the paper stock can range from pure white to off-whites
such as cream.  Many papers contain optical brighteners to add
brilliance to the highlights.



The Darkroom tool has 2 sides
Dry Side:  photographic paper is 
exposed to make a print.  Water, 
and wet fingers will ruin your 
negatives.

Wet Side:  the exposed paper is 
processed in chemicals similar to 
those used for developing film.



Enlargers
•An enlarger can produce a print
of any size.
•Most enlargers are designed to
accept a range of film format
sizes and are usually described
by the maximum format size.

Enlarger Lens Focal Length
Negative Size      Focal Length to use
35mm 50mm
21⁄4x21⁄4 75mm-90mm
4x5 inches 135-150mm

*Always clean your lens before you begin.
Blow off the dust, and use lens cleaner to
remove finger prints, and atmospheric
pollutants.



Condenser vs. Diffusion (cold light) Enlargers

•Provide more light for shorter exposures
•Light is focused by condenser lenses that 
need to be adjusted to match the negative size 
and focal length lens in use.
•This focused light reaches the negative traveling 
in the same direction.  Light in which the rays are  
parallel is called Collimated Light;  these rays 
are scattered by the denser values in the 
negative,
and produce more contrast in the print.
*Think of it as a fire hose whose water splatters when hitting a 

•The light is diffused by being supplied 
indirectly to the negative through a mixing 
chamber, or by being passed through a 
diffusion material such as frosted glass or 
plastic.
•They minimize negative faults, such as
minor scratches, dust spots, and grain.
•They give a more even gradation of tonal 
differences, especially in the light tone areas.
*Think of this as pushing a screen into a pool of water, where
the water slowly rises.

Collimated Light



Black-and-White Print Processing

Developer: Converts the latent image on the printing paper to a visible silver image, and are
generally more active than film developer. 
Print developers have limited working capacity, and are diluted to working strength.

Stop:  A weak solution of acid that neutralizes the developer, stopping the development process
and extending the life of the fixer.  

Fixer:  Dissolves out the unused silver halides.  Use hypo-check to test condition of fixer.
Washing Aids:  Converts residual thiosulfate to sodium salts which are soluble in water, and 

shortens wash times.
Water Holding Tray:  Store prints in until ready to transfer prints to the wash.



Equipment 
& Supplies

1. Grain focuser
2. Magnifying focuser

Always use a #2 Pencil
to write printing information
(f/stop, exposure time,
and printing filter used) on
the back of your test strips
and Work Prints.
Write relevant information
on the back of work prints.

DO NOT WRITE ON THE
BACK OF YOUR FINAL
PRINTS!



TEST STRIPS

•Test Strips are controlled mistakes that tell us what exposure produces the high values we like.
Using 3 second increments add an additional 3 seconds by moving the cover card one inch at a 
time to make 10 strips adding up to 30 seconds.  One strip will be too light; one too dark.
•Because of Intermittency Effect, we will use 3 second exposures to make our test strips, find 
the best overall time, and set our timers to this time.  *In our example above, if 12 seconds looked 
correct, we would set our timer to 12 seconds to make out print.
Intermittency Effect: Because of timer errors, several repeated exposures on paper do not 
produce the same density as one long exposure of the same time.
•Keep printing times between 12 & 20 seconds.  Under 12 seconds is too short for 
burning&dodging.  Over 20 seconds becomes boring.

*Look for the lightest tone
that has tone and texture.  
Skies are not typical
and require burning &
dodging.
*Look for a time between
12 & 20 seconds, if your
exposure doesn’t fall in 
this range, adjust f/stop
and redo test.

When printing, expose
for the highlights, and 
develop for the shadows.

*3 second increments
are large enough to see,
and still create a fairly
subtle difference.



Emulsion to emulsion

Making a 
Contact/

Proof
Sheet

>Locate first black stripe that is not different than the following stripes.



Proof Sheet
1. Determine Exposure via Proper Proof Test 

*Look for the 1st black that is no blacker than the stripes that follow.

2. Make a contact sheet
of your entire roll of film
at your determined exposure time. 
Use a 11/2 filter.

>Cut film into strips of 
5 frames for each strip.  
You should end up with 
7 Strips totaling of 35 frames.



Making a 
Test Strip 
& Print



Evaluate the Test Strip



Prints are judged-
and adjusted-for 

density & contrast

3. Judge contrast in the
Low values.

•Look at the darkest 
tones.

•If they are uniformly black
and show no signs of 
texture where texture
exists in the negative, then 
the contrast is too high.  
Remake the print on using 
a lower contrast filter.

•If, on the other hand, the 
whites in the print are 
satisfactory but the dark 
areas are a dark gray 
rather than a black, the 
the contrast is too low.  
Remake the print using a 
higher contrast filter.

Expose for the
Highlights -
Develop for the 
Shadows.

1. Choose an exposure
time that shows detail
and tone in the high
values.

then

2. Make a full print at this
exposure time.

then



Evaluate Density and Contrast



Contrast Filter Test
Changing Contrast Filters

Make Test Strip Make Test Strip

Make Test Strip

Keep notes-write information on back of prints
Make 7 prints (full negative).  No filter, and #0 to #5 variable
contrast  filters.



Split Filter Printing 
Using a high and low filter to make print



A Print 
Recipe will
keep track
of printing
decisions.



Our first print will be a straight print



Evaluating Images
•Evaluate for Contrast, Tone, and Texture.
•Are the tones balanced?

•Squeegee off image before viewing  

View image at a 45º angle to the viewing light.

•Take time to evaluate a print.
•Poor technique will always attract attention.

Turn your image upside down and look for strengths and weaknesses.
Ask yourself:  Does it help, leave it in - Does it hurt, take it out.

Adjust Contrast for Shadows
–If all shadows are too gray-increase overall contrast (use a higher contrast filter).
–If all shadows are too dark-reduce overall contrast (use a lower contrast filter).
–If one shadow is gray-burn it.
–If more than one shadow is too dark, but some are fine-dodge the dark ones.

•When you finish your printing session, 
take your print home and live with it.  
Hang it in a place where you can look 
at it.
•After living with it, think about any 
changes that may improve the image.
•Write down your decisions, and reprint 
your image.



Dodging

Burning
•Burning adds detail and contrast.

How much should you Burn and Dodge? As much as you can to direct the viewer’s attention
without the burning or dodging becoming noticeable.
Overlap adjoining areas when Burning and Dodging.

Is adding light in addition to the main exposure.

Is taking away light from the main exposure.
This procedure lightens an area of the photograph.

Using a small shape tool closer to the lens will conceal.
Using a large shape tool close to the print for precision.

>Always move the card or your hand when burning or dodging to make 
sure it is not apparent.

>Mold the light in a way that strengthens the composition whenever 
possible.

>Use a card that is white on one side and black on the other.  This way you 
can see the area that you would like to burn or dodge (white side), and the light 
will not be reflected back into the print (black side).

*Perceptually, everything you do will effect everything else.  For example:  if you
darken an area, the areas next to it will appear lighter, etc.
*A good starting point for Burning or Dodging is 30% of your main exposure.
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